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Ford R. Myers tells your audience the insider secrets of how to
“Get the Job You Want, Even When No One’s Hiring”

Praise for “Get the Job You Want, Even When No One’s Hiring”
“Ford Myers' excellent Get the Job You Want, Even When No One’s Hiring shows you clearly and
realistically how to be one of the millions of people who land a job rather than the millions who lose a
job. His book is loaded with practical wisdom, and should be required reading for anyone facing
unemployment. I highly recommend it!”
-- Jay Conrad Levinson, Author of the “Guerrilla Marketing” series of books

“There are any number of things that can help us when we are faced with tough situations, but two that
I think are the among the most helpful are setting expectations and presenting solutions that work in the
real world. Get The Job You Want, Even When No One’s Hiring does both and at a level of
thoroughness that readers will appreciate even more.”
-- Dave Opton, Founder & CEO, ExecuNet

“If you feel alone in this tough and puzzling job market, this book is a must-have. Ford breaks down
key job search strategies into short tactical chapters so you can start to generate results fast. No matter
where you are on your professional journey, this book will show you step-by-step how to reinvent,
reignite or reestablish your career!”
-- Beverly Kaye, CEO & Founder Career Systems International
and author of “Up Is Not the Only Way”

“In this timely and important book, Ford Myers teaches you how to be proactive and take charge in
hard times. He is a master at transforming complexity into action and results. This down-to-earth,
practical book makes making a living work. I highly recommend it!”
-- Richard J. Leider, Founder, The Inventure Group
and bestselling author of “The Power of Purpose” and “Repacking Your Bags”

“Get the Job You Want, Even When No One’s Hiring is the ultimate guide for helping job seekers find
better, higher paying jobs in these extraordinarily difficult times. What makes this book different and
truly valuable is that Ford Myers reveals insider secrets of the hiring process. Equipped with these
insights, you’ll be able to beat out your competition, land a better job, and earn more than you thought
possible, even when it appears that no one’s hiring!”
-- Michael T. Robinson, Founder, CareerPlanner.com
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